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MR. .GOWDY: Right. And I'm asking you how you knew that?
MR. SIMPSON: And I'm -- I don't know what to tell you other than that I
was generally aware that Perkins Goie represented the DNG.
MR. GOWDY:

Okay. So how did your work for Perkins Goie begin?

MR. SIMPSON : My recollection is we began to review what we had
learned over the previous months and talk about what we would do, you know,
now that we would have resources to pursue this - some of these matters further.
So it's -- when you get into that point of a piece of research, you begin to develop
lines of inquiry and things that you think might be important, things you want
to -- that other people are - you know other people are interested in.
So we began to develop more specific lines of inquiry. So they would
be -- so the things that we started looking at specifically were a lot of Mr. Trump's
overseas business deals, his history with regard to tax disputes. We were very
interested in things like his clothing line and where his -- you know, he --I can't
remember exactly when this came up, but we gradually figured out that he -- while
he was running on a platform of economic nationalism that he's outsourced his
clothing line to developing countries.

So we were interested in the labor practices

around his factories .
You know, we had gradually accumulated more and more things about his
bankruptcies. And we had gotten a better sense of who his business partners
were . So those were issues.

So we sort of -- when we reached an agreement

about, you know, funding and we thought we would have funding to do a bunch of
things, we began to look for people who could help us pursue some of these
things . And I guess that's a general description of what we began to do.

MR. GOWDY: Were the lines of inquiry dictated by the client or suggested
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by the client, or did you come up with those on your own?
MR. SIMPSON:

Generally speaking, we seek and usually receive a lot of

leeway to develop our lines of inquiry. And typically, when you're already familiar
with the subject and the client isn't - and that was obviously the case
here -- you're running the investigation .
. So we like to get -- we like to have a lot of freedom to pursue everything or
the things that we think are important, because we have found from experience
that clients, you know, generally they have something that they maybe are trying
to do or have some preconceived notions about things, and we find that to be
unhelpful. So I'd say, in general, we were the architects of the research and we
made most of the decisions about what to look for and where to look.
MR. GOWDY: What was the budget for you to enjoy the freedom to
pursue the lines of inquiry you wanted to pursue?
MR. SIMPSON : I don't remember being given a specific expe nses budget.
I think the fees were $50,000 a month.
MR. GOWDY: Flat fee, $50,000 a month?
MR. SIMPSON: That's right.
MR. GOWDY: Plus expenses, minus expenses?
MR. SIMPSON:

Plus expenses, yes.

MR. GOWDY: How did you come to know Christopher Steele?
MR. SIMPSON : I met Chris in -- I left the Wall Street Journal in 2009.
And. in my last few years at the Wall Street Journal, I had been living in Belgium, in
Brussels, and had developed a line of reporting around the former Soviet Union
and crime and corruption in the former Soviet Union.
And I had written a series of articles about Vladimir Putin and a lot of
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corruption and organized crime activities sort of making its way westward from
Russia, and eventually started doing a lot of work on Ukraine, corruption in
Ukraine and gas trade in Ukraine, and connections to the Russian mafia. That's
when I first came across Paul Manafort.
And in any event, when I decided to leave the Journal in 2009, I had
developed a lot of relationships with people who worked on organized crime
issues, Russian organized crime issues, and had become known as someone who
And a mutual acquaintance of ours suggested that - Chris

specialized in that.

had just left the British Government, and a mutual acquaintance of ours suggested
that we might be able to work together or at least, you know, had a lot in common.
And so I don't remember the details, but we were introduced. We met.
And, you know, it tumed out we did, in fact, have a, you know, kind of obsessive
interest in a pretty obscure -- what was then a pretty obscure subject. And, you
know, this is 2009, so we've just come off of 8 years of focus in the national
security world on al-Qa'ida, Islamic terrorism. And I had spent several years
specializing on that.
And so there were very few people at that time who were interested in this
issue, and so the small number of us tended to meet at conferences and that sort
of thing.

So over time, Chris and I would have coffee together when I was in

London or he was in Washington, and we would talk about various Russian
corruption issues, organized crime, oligarchs.
MR. GOWDY: How did he come to work on this project?
MR. SIMPSON: As I said, I mean, we've done other things together. And
over - well, at the very beginning of this project, one of the very first things that I

focused on was Donald Trump's relationship with a convicted racketeer named
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Felix Sater, and who was alleged to have an organized crime, Russian organized
crime background .
And over the course of the first phase of this or the first project, we
developed a lot of additional information suggesting that the company that Donald
Trump had been associated with and Felix Sater, 8ayrock, was engaged in illicit
financial business activity and had organized crime connections.
We also had sort of more broadly learned that Mr. Trump had long time
associations with Italian organized crime figures.

And as we pieced together the

early years of his biography, it seemed as if during the early part of his career he
had connections to a lot of Italian mafia figures, and then gradually during the
nineties became associated with Russian mafia figures .
And so all of that had developed by the spring of 2016 to the point where it
was not a speculative piece of research; it was pretty well-established . And Mr.
Trump had, quite memorably, attempted to downplay h(s relationship with
Mr. Sater in ways that I found, frankly, suspicious and not credible . Saying he
wouldn't recognize him on the street, but there were pictures of them together.
And the other people around 8ayrock were also from the former Soviet
Union and also had associations suggestive of possible organized crime ties . One
of them is a guy named Tevfik Arif, A-r-i-f, who it turned out his real name was Tofik
Arifov, and that he was an alleged organized crime figure from the central Asia .
So there was all that. And then, you know, we also increasingly saw that Mr.
Trump's business career had evolved over the prior decade into a lot of projects in
overseas places, particularly in the former Soviet Union, that were very opaque, and
that he had made a number of trips to Russia, but said he'd never
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done a business deallhere. And I found Ihal myslerious.
And so I had Ihe perfecl person 10 go see if Ihey could figure oul whal was
going on there. And so that's how I decided to ask Chris if he could look inlo il for
me. And I had -Ihe initial engagement with Chris was much like we do. I didn't
hire him for a long-Ierm engagement.

I said, take 30 days, 20 or 30 days, and

we'll pay you a set amounl of money, and see if you can figure oul whal Trump's
been up to over there, because he's gone over a bunch of times, he said some
weird things about Putin, but doesn't seem 10 have gotten any business deals.
So Ihal was the inilial assignment. It was pretty open-ended . I didn'I say,
find me this or gel me Ihat. I just said, see if you can figure oul what's going on'
over Ihere.
MR. GOWDY: And how much did you pay Chris SIeele?
MR. SIMPSON:

I think what we've told the committee from the bank

records is that it was ultimately $160,000. That sounds right 10 me. I think
probably the inilial engagemenl was for 20 or 30 thousand dollars. There's, you
know, currency differences between pounds and dollars, so I don't remember how
it was denominated or exaclly how il was priced.
MR. GOWDY: Now, help me undersland this. Would that paymenl for
SIeele have been expensed to the law firm, or would Fusion have paid that oul of
its own money that it received from the law firm?
MR. SIMPSON:

I believe, at least if things were running the way I hope

they ran, it was expensed to the law firm.
MR. GOWDY: So Perkins Coie paid Chris Steele?
MR. SIMPSON:

I think it was -- I mean, I think we billed them for it.

MR. GOWDY: Okay.
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MR . SIMPSON:

I was generally aware of Chris' history. You know,

because of the strictures on government work, when you're involved in intelligence
and talking about it, we never discussed in any great detail what kind of work he
did. And at least publicly it was - even though he had been exposed in a prior
leak by a former government agent over there, so it was, in fact, in the public
domain that he had worked for British Intelligence, he generally didn't talk about
his government work other than the way you would if you formerly worked for the
government.

I used to work for the government, you know. Sometimes he would

say foreign office.

But we had mutual friends who were familiar with his

background.

MR. SCHIFF: Just to clarify, Mr. Gowdy, you're not confinning or denying,
you're just asking?
MR. GOWDY: I'm just asking what he said .

MR. GOWDY: Did you ever have any conversations with the FBI?
MR. SIMPSON: Not about this, no.
MR. GOWDY: Did Chris Steele go to Russia as par! of this project?
MR. SIMPSON: No, sir.
MR. GOWDY: How do you know that?
MR. SIMPSON: Well, that's what he told me. I mean , assuming - unless
it was a cover! thing that he was keeping from his client, he would have billed me
for it.
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MR. GOWDY: How was he able to accumulate information in Russia if he
didn't go?
MR. SIMPSON: Well, so to be clear, he really would not be safe if he went
to Russia.

He's been exposed as a former undercover British Intelligence officer

who worked in Moscow. So it wouldn't be wise for him to go to Russia.
Five minutes, Mr. Gowdy.
MR. SIMPSON: So, to answer your question, you know, generally
speaking, his line of work is very different from mine and that was why I hired him.
So I do mostly public records and we don't do much interviewing. But I'm familiar
with how his work is done. And generally, you have a network of sources who
live in or came from the place that you're interested in . So, you know, generally
speaking, you would have -- you would run a network of subsources or
subcontractors who travel around and gather information for you . And so without
getting into who his sources are, I can say generally, he hires people who can
travel and talk to people and find out what's going on .
MR. GOWDY: Were you able to vet or corroborate or contradict any of the
sources or subsources?
MR. SIMPSON: We did get into assessing the credibility o~ the sources
and whether they were in a position to know the things that they were saying.
didn't ask for the specific identities of specific people.
who they are for other reasons.

I

SO!T1e people, I think I know

But that's about as much as I can say.

We did a lot of - when the first reports came in, we did a lot of discussing of
whether this was credible information. And obviously, evaluating human
Intelligence is not the same thing as looking at documents. And

50

it's a much

trickier process and the thresholds are different. And so what you're really trying
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to do, which is kind of like interviewing in journalism, is figure out whether there's
reason to think that what's being said is credible.

And so we did a lot of that .

MR. GOWDY: Can you give me an example of something that he
produced to you that you found to be not credible?
MR. SIMPSON:

No, I don't think anything comes to mind. I mean, I must

say my original reaction to all this was to suspend judgment.

I was not

particularly interested in some of the things that he found that are among the most
controversial, because I didn't think they were useful or important for what I was
trying to do. And so I to this day can't tell you whether a lot of those things -- I just
don't have a strong view as to whether they are false or true, per se .
But what we did do is look at names and places and people and whether
they matched up with information we could get elsewhere. And all of that, as far
as it went, checked out.

I haven't seen anything that has contradicted anything in

the memos to date, at least not that I can think of.
MR. GOWDY: Well, that's a very different standard . You haven't seen
anything to contradict it, whereas my question was, what did you have that
corroborates it? How were you able to assess the accuracy of the information ,
the underlying information he provided you?
MR. SIMPSON: I'm sorry, I thought you asked me whether there was
anything in there that I found to be wrong.
MR. GOWDY:

I did .

MR. SIMPSON: I haven't found anything to be wrong . If you'd like me to
get into more of the corroboration, I can do that.
MR. GOWDY: Yes, I'm sure we will get into that.

My other question is,

was there anything not included in your report that you concluded was wrong?
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other words , I think my primary question was, is there anything that Steele, his
sources or subsources told you that you didn't include because you immediately
fou nd it to be incredible? And I think your answer was no.
MR. SIMPSON: That is correct.
MR. GOWDY:

My answer to that is no.

And how did you assess the reliability of that information,

given the fact that you did not talk to the sources or sub sources?
MR. SIMPSON: So it's obviously a challenging thing to assess human
intelligence, field interviews, and it is different from looking at a lawsuit. But there
are similarities to the interview process in journalism, where there are elements of
people, what people say that you can check.
And so , you know , for example, in one report they described how the
Kremlin's election operation was being run by Sergei Ivanov, who is the head of the
presidential administration, and , you know, gave a number of details about that.
That was news to me. I thought if you were going to run an intelligence operation
against the United States, you'd use the SVR. They'd be in charge .
As I dug into some of the more obscure academic work on how the Kremlin
operates by some of the more distinguished scholars of the subject, I found that
Ivanov is, in fact, or was at the time, in fact, the head of a sort of internal kind of
White House plumber's operation for the Kremlin and that he seemed to have the
kind of duties that were being described in this memo.
So either this person was familiar with some fairly obscure research or they
knew what they were talking about.

So that's the kind of work you can do. You

can do a lot of that work. And that's why I think I can give a much more definitive
answer on whether anything's been disproved, because, generally speaking. when

you're evaluating things , you're looking for things that someone clearly made up.
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And I couldn't find anything that was clearly made up. They had accurate names
and events that, while not totally secret, were pretty obscure that turned out to be
on target.
We -- you know, they identified -- one memo identified a Russian guy who
worked for an NGO called Rossotrudnichestvo, which is - you know , I didn't know
it at the time, but I was able to learn from looking at it that the FBI considers that to
be a front for the SVR.

So, you knoW, either the people were extremely

knowledgeable about a lot of obscure intelligence stuff or, you know, they -- what
they're saying had some credibility.
I'll add that, you know, again, like journalism, British Intelligence
methodology is a kind of strict recitation of what sources are saying. And so, you
know, I didn't do this --I've never done this much work with Chris, but in the
process of doing this work, you know, I learned a good bit about British
Intelligence methodology.
And in a way, it is like journalism, because they are somewhat rigid in
reporting what sources in the field are saying, and, you know, they -they don't do
a lot of the -- this is what this guy said, but we don't think it's true or we believe this
or we believe that he might have goiten the data wrong . They just - it's a kind of
a here's what they said type report . .
So, again, what we were trying to do is evaluate whether the information
was credible.

Chris is the spy.

professionalism.

I'm the ex-journalist, so I defer a lot to his

From everything I know now and knew at the time , he's an

extremely well-regarded professional. And I had no reason -- I have no reason
today to change my opinion .
MR. STEWART: Time is up.
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MR. SCHIFF: Mr. Simpson, you described underst'lnding Perkins Coie's
client was likely to be DNC because of the long relationship between the two.

Did

you know who Free Beacon was doing the work for?
MR. SIMPSON : I don't know that they were doing the work for anyone.
mean , it's a foundation.

So it's a freestanding entity, to my knowledge.

MR. SCHIFF: Well, without getting into conversations, client
conversations, can you tell us what you know about the Free Beacon and why
they were likely employing you to do this kind of work?
MR. SIMPSON: I think they were from the wing of the Republican party
that was concerned about a takeover of the party by the Donald Trump wing.

And

as you probably know, there was a pretty brutal struggle during the primaries
between the more traditional conselVatives and the more sort of populist,
nationalist, protectionist conselVatives. So I think they were from the free markets
arm of the party.
MR. SCHIFF: And do you know whether it W'lS their intention to -- I mean,
I only know of them as a very conselVative publication.

Do you know whether it

was their intention to publish the information that you provided them or to provide it
to one of the GOP opponents of Mr. Trump, or more than one of the opponents?
MR. SIMPSON:

I can tell you that the information that we g'lthered

appeared in print in various places, not just the Beacon.

And I don't have any

specific knowledge of it being provided to a particular candidate, or at least not In
any kind of -- I don't think that they were a proxy for a specific candidate , not to my
knowledge .
MR. SCHIFF: So you saw your work product, what you could recogn ize as
your work product appear in various publications, not just theirs?
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MR. SIMPSON:

Right. Well, so the way that we work is that we're all

ex-journalists. And, you know, part of the business idea behind the 90mpany is
that, you know, research is expensive, and if we gather it and have it and
journalists call us looking for things, you know, we will work with them . And so we
would get calls from journalists during the prirnaries saying, what do you know
about Trump this or Trump that? And we would provide them with that
information.
So I want to be clear that, you know, it appeared in other places because
other journalists called us and asked us about it. And we would ask -- well, I'm
sorry.

I'm not going to say -- in general, let me just say in general, if a reporter

calls you and says, I need information on such-and-such, and it's of significance to
your client, you know, you would call the client and say, do you have any objection
to, you know, you know, helping this reporter?

So in both of these instances, you

know, I think those rules would generally apply.
MR. SCHIFF: Well, in that circumstance, though, the reporter calling you
would know that the Free Beacon -- that the publication you're working for was a
client, right?
MR. SIMPSON: Not necessarily.
MR. SCHIFF: So it might be part of your practice that if you're doing work
on behalf of a client, it could be I guess one of two situations: The client could
either authorize you to talk to reporters on their behalf; or if a reporter called you
and asked you for information, you could check with your client as to whether you
have their permission to share the information?
MR. SIMPSON: That is correct. And, I mean, generally speaking, you
know, we get a fair number of inquiries about, you know, lots of different subjects.
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MR. SCHIFF: You wouldn't be sharing information without your client's
approval one way or the other?
MR. SIMPSON : That's right.
MR. SCHIFF: And can you tell us what publications your work appeared
within, in terms of the work that you were doing for the Free Beacon?
MR. SIMPSON : It would --I would struggle to come up with a list right
now.

I'm - that was, you know, a good while ago. I think we probably had

inquiries from, you know, all the networks and most of the major papers. And I
don't have a specific recollection of who published what.
MR. SCHIFF:

Did your work product appear on Fox News?
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[3:11 p.m.]
MR. SIMPSON: I honestly don't know.
MR. SCHIFF: And how about Breitbart?
MR.S IMPSON : Again , I'm sorry to say, I just --I don't have any
recollection.
MR. SCHIFF: Now, you don't have a recollection because there might be
other people at the firm who would be providing that information, or it would be you
but you just don't recall?
MR. SIMPSON : It would be a little of both. I mean, those aren't my go-to
news sources, so I don't really spend a lot of time -- you know, I don't read
Breitbart every day, and I certainly don't watch FOX every day.
So, you know, if it ran in The New York Times and it was my work, I'd
probably remember it, but not if -- and so -- but it's also true that, you know , we
have 12 or so people in the company, and depending on the matter, someone else
might have handled it.
MR. SCHIFF: So this might also be a situation where your client, the Free
Beacon , might be providing information to various news sources without
discussing it with you?
MR. SIMPSON : Yes.
MR. SCHIFF: I see. So in that case, it could appear on FOX even though
you didn't have a conversation with FOX yourself?
MR. SIMPSON: That's right.
MR. SCHIFF: During the time that you 'were doing work for Free Beacon ,
you had mentioned some work in the first phase. You had discovered business
relationships with Felix Sater and Bayrock. By first phase, do you mean while you
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were doing work for Free Beacon?
MR. SIMPSON : It was one of the first things we found. And I should
emphasize, it was, you know - originally I saw it in the New York Times article, so
it. wasn't a gre;:lt investigative discovery.

But then when I read into it and I found

depositions in which he was, you know, more than evasive about the relationship,
that's when I got really interested.
MR. SCHIFF: So during the period of time you were working for Free
Beacon, you came across some of the first information about candidate Trump's
business ties in Russia, including those with Felix Sater.
MR. SIMPSON : Yep, that's correct. And lots of other issues came up
during the primaries that raised concerns in my mind about whether there might be
connections - Donald Trump might have unexplained connections to Russia or
people involved in that part of the world.
I mean, among other things, eventually Paul Manafort was appointed to his
campaign as the -- first the convention manager and then the chairman -- or the
campaign manager. And I knew a lot about Paul Manafort from my career at The
Wall Street Journal.

I had written a number of stories about his involvement with

Oleg Deripaska and the pro-Russia party in Ukraine and another oligarch named
Firtash. And I had even written a story about whether he should have registered
as a foreign agent.
All that had occurred years earlier. So when he suddenly surfaced , I was,
you know, struck by that.
MR. SCHIFF: Now, he surfaced though after you were no longer working
for Free Beacon, right?
MR. SIMPSON : I think he originally - I don't remember the dates, but I
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think it was somewhere in the transition period.
MR. SCHIFF: I'm sorry, the -- oh, your transition period.
MR. SIMPSON: Yeah, between -MR. SCHIFF: Well, the convention was in July, I believe.
MR. SIMPSON: The convention was in July, but Paul Manafort surfaced
with the Trump campaign in like March:
MR. SCHIFF: So if you would go through with us some of the
Russia-related things that concerned you that you learned in that first phase while
you were dOing work for the Free Beacon, as best you can recall.
MR. SIMPSON: Well, the Bayrock, the funding of Bayrock was, I think,
much of what we initially were concerned about and focused on . The company
seemed to have some sort of funding source from either Russia or the former
Soviet Union that was opaque. So we spent a lot of time looking at the people
around that and their backgrounds and why Mr. Trump would be in business with
them . So that was one of the major issues.
Another one that I think surfaced in probably the early winter was the
amazing number of people from the former Soviet Union who had purchased
properties from Mr. Trump, including Dmitry Rybolovlev, who purchased a derelict
estate at an extreme markup in Florida . And a number of other people bought
Into his properties .
We also looked at his trips and marketing activitie's in Russia . And I think
all of that came up, you know, during the first phase of the project.
MR. SCHIFF: You mentioned that you'd done a lot of work as a journalist
in terms of Russian organized crime, financial crimes, organized crime more
generally. What can you tell us about how the Russians launder their money and
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whether that was an issue of concern during the first phase of your work for Free
Beacon?
MR. SIMPSON: I guess the general thing I would say is that, you know:
the Russians are far more sophisticated In their criminal organized crime activities
than the Italians, and they're a lot more global. They understand finance a lot
better. And so they tend to use quite elaborate methods to move money.
You know, obviously, the offshore system has grown in sophistication in the
last decade or so, too, so they've taken advantage of that. Things that I had
wrote about involved laundering money through security straits, laundering money
through fake arbitrations in court, laundering money through commodities deals.
I mean, if you can think of a way to launder money, the Russians are pretty
good at it. But they specifically understand financial markets.

So I think I can tell

you all of that.
I can tell you also that the Russians are much more integrated in the way
they operate with the political -- the sort of legitimate business structures. So you
don't find too many Italian mafia guys who are major shareholders in big media
companies, but you definitely can find Russian mafia guys who are big
sharet"lolders in international media companies.
So the only way that -- well, the thing that comes to mind, of course, is the
real estate deals.

And, you know, it did come to our attention during this, you

know, first round or this first part of the project that there were a lot of real estate
deals where you COUldn't really tell who was buying the property. And sometimes
properties would be bought and sold, and they would be bought for one price and
sold for a loss shortly thereafter, and it didn't really make sense to us.
And we had done a lot of work for previous investigations on people buying
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condos in order to get visas under the EB-5 program,

So we were very familiar

with a pattern of corruption and illicit finance related to purchasing of condos ,
MR, SCHIFF:
MR, SIMPSON:

Did you find evidence of that with respect to Mr. Trump?
I think a lot of what we found is subsequently - there

have been similar articles published , "Evidence," I think, is a strong word , I think
we saw patterns of buying and selling that we thought were suggestive of money
laundering,
I think what I was saying to Mr. Gowdy about sort of, you know, because we
are not law enforcement, we don't have compulsory power, and we also don't
have, you know -- we're not lawyers, or prosecutors, or even special -- even secret
agents,
Generally, we find patterns of things, and then if it seerns like it's potentially
a law enforcement matter then we would turn it over to law enforcement.

Or, you

know, if it's enough to write a story, we would give it to a journalist.
MR , SCHIFF: And, in this case, what facts came to your attention that
concerned you that the buying and selling of properties - the buying and selling of
Trump properties might indicate money laundering?
MR. SIMPSON: There was -- well, for one thing, there was various
criminals were buying the properties,

So there was a gangster -- a Russian

gangster living in Trump Tower.
MR. SCHIFF: Who was that?
MR, SIMPSON : His gangster narne is Taiwanchik, I couldn't spell
his actual name, But, you know, I mean, these are the kind of things that prompted
us to hire Mr, Steele, We had a gangster named Taiwanchik living in Trump Tower
who had been under -- I'rn sorry, he was --I think he was running
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a - his associates were living in Trump Tower, ·and he was running a high-stakes
gambling ring out ofTrump Tower, while he himself was a fugitive for having
rigged the skating competition at the Salt Lake Olympics and a bunch of other
sporting events engaged in rigging .
And when Mr. Trump went to the Miss Universe pageant in 2013,
Taiwanchik was there in the VIP section with Mr. Trump and lots of other Kremlin
biggies. So that kind of thing raised questions with us.
Generally speaking, the patterns of activity that we thought might be
suggestive of money laundering were, you know, fast turnover deals and deals
where there seemed to have been efforts to disguise the identity of the buyer.
MR. SCHIFF: And during what time period did you see indications of fast
turnover transactions or transactions made in the name of people who were not
the actual purchasers?
MR. SIMPSON: Well, I mean, there were sort of periods - what we saw
was that beginning in the early 2000s, when he began to do business with 8ayrock
and to do some of these other deals, that these were the problematic deals that he
entered into.

So it was essentially the previous decade of business deals, 2005

onward.
MR. SCHIFF: And up until what point? Do you recall? Or continuing to
the present?
MR. SIMPSON: Well, I mean, some of the things that we have -- that we
looked at that we thought were very concerning are existing investments in
projects, and specifically a project in Panama, the one in Toronto. Those both got
a lot of fraud associated with them, a lot of fraud allegations, a lot of activity that I
would say smacks 'of fraud, and a lot of Russian mafia figures listed as buyers who
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mayor may not have actually put money into it.
And so there's a couple of - so a couple of the big condo tower deals
offshore, outside the United States, I think both of those are in bankruptcy now,
Mr. Trump is no longer associated with them.
The other one that is - was concerning to us was - is the golf courses in
Scotland and Ireland.
MR. SCHIFF: And did you see Russian money involved with those as
well?
MR. SIMPSON : Well, we had -- you know, we saw what Eric Trump said
about Russian money being available for his golf - for the golf course projects,
making remarks about having unlimited sums available. And, you know, because
Mr. Trump's companies are generally not publicly traded and don't do a lot of
public disclosure, we can only look -- have a limited look into the financing of those
projects.
But because the Irish courses and the Scottish courses are under U.K., you
know, Anglo corporate law, they have -- they file financial statements. So we
were able to get the financial statements. And they don't, on their face, show
Russian involvement, but what they do show is enormous amounts of capital
flowing into these projects from unknown sources and - or at least on paper it
says it's from The Trump Organization, but it's hundreds of millions of dollars.
And these golf course are just, you know, they're sinks. They don't actually make
any money.
So, you know, if you're familiar with Donald Trump's finances and the
litigation over whether he's really a billionaire, you know, there's good reason to
believe he doesn 't have enough money to do this and that he would have had to
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